
Geography skills  progression map
EYFS Where am I?

What is it like to be in this place?
Lets Celebrate Cracking

ideas.
What a wonderful 
world.

Plant a seed 
and watch it 
grow

Looking
forward / 
Looking back

Knowledge 
and skills

My home – rooms / purpose- describe  using appropriate 
vocabulary. Likes / dislikes.

Where am I in my school?  Awareness of different areas and 
purposes of different parts of school- classrooms, hall, offices, 
playground, field, wood. School tour.
Express personal opinions of each . Name physical and human 

features they can see in school building / grounds.
Forest School – woodland observation – name features- trees, 
field, hedgerows… Observe seasonal changes.

Can  name and talk about / contrast human and physical 
features of own immediate environments . Woods/ roads/ 
shops/ parks
Express personal opinions of their local area- what they like 
about it, Where they like to go- /
Identify places they don’t like and why 

Identify  physical and human features of different places / 
environments from stories / photographs / books/ ICT 
Children to identify similarities and differences in relation to 
places.

Follow directions- ( PE) forwards, backwards, sideways, near, far, 
nearest, furthest, full turn, half turn, quarter turn.

Where is my school located? Know that 
Bromley Heath is near Bristol which is a big city.
Name and describe some of the human and 
physical features they might see on their way to 
school. What do they like / dislike about their
road/ local park ….
Know that the environment can be influenced 
by human activity- Woodland Trust tree planting

Name and describe human and physical features 
of Westonbirt Arboretum
Express own opinion of Westonbirt. How is it the 
same or different to my school grounds?

Draw own simple 
story maps
Key texts linked to 
sustainability-
Classroom recycling
Litter pick

Introduce to Google 
Earth. Find different 
places on world map / 
globe ( linked to 
stories)

Name and 
describe human 
and physical 
features of Puzzle 
wood- How is this 
the same or 
different to other 
places I have 
been ?

Identify I live in 
England which is 
part of the UK and 
is an island. 
Recognise the 
shape of the UK.

Loops of 
learning

Name features  and note similarities and differences 
in places / environments from stories/pictures/ ICT 
Forest school

Name 
features from 
stories/pictur
es ICT/
Forest school

Know that the 
environment can be 
influenced by living 
things.
Name features/ 
environments from 
stories/pictures ICT
Draw simple picture 

Name features / 
environments 
from 
stories/pictures 
ICT/
Use Google earth 
to find places
Draw simple 
picture maps
Forest school

Name features 
from 
stories/pictures 
ICT/
Use Google Earth
Draw simple 
picture maps



Geography skills  progression map
Year 1 Where am I? Let’s 

Celebrate
Cracking
ideas

What a wonderful world. Plant a 
seed and 
watch it 
grow

Looking forward / 
Looking back

Knowledge 
and skills

Where am I in my local area?
Where is Bromley Heath in relation to Bristol?
Know the label suburb and city.
Street names around our school- why are they called that?
Learn own address
Describe different land use in Bromley Heath. Name 

human and physical features.
Compare to other places they have visited

Describe own Sense of Place’ regarding local area
Evaluate positives and negatives about local area.

Know 4 countries of the UK and location of the UK in the 
world

Follow directions N,S,E,W
Draw   and follow picture maps linked to a route.- i.e. 
route from home to school.
Observation/ discussion
Visits to places of interest in the locality – walk on cycle 
path to local park T1, to Baugh Farm T6

Know where the equator is.
Know location of hot and cold places in the

world. ( Antarctica Topic )

Know seasonal weather patterns in local area 
and how these contrast to extreme hot and 
cold places in the world (Antarctica Topic 

Human and physical features in hot / cold 
places- deserts / ice caps etc. (Antarctica Topic)

Explore human responsibilities to the 
environment.

Visit to Winterbourne 
Medieval Barn.
Name geographical 
features of Bromley Heath 
in the past
Explore similarities and 
differences between the 
Bromley Heath of the past 
and the present.
Discuss preferences/ 
opinions 

Loops of 
learning Where am I in my school?

Describe land use in own street / Westonbirt / 
Puzzlewood
Know Bromley Heath is near Bristol
Directions- forwards, backwards, sideways, near far, 
nearest , furthest, turns.
Draw own picture maps from stories

Draw own picture maps/ follow directions
Location of UK
Countries of the UK
Understand that humans have an impact on 
both national and local environments.

Draw own 
maps

Street names linked to area 
history
Draw own maps and plans.



Geography skills  progression map
Year 2 Where am I? Let’s Celebrate Cracking ideas What a wonderful 

world.
Plant a seed and 
watch it grow

Looking forward / 
Looking back

Knowledge and 
skills

Name and contrast human and physical features of 
Bristol, Bromley Heath , St Lucia 
Express personal opinions of Bristol centre and suggest 
ways in which areas could be improved
Identify each on a map
Where is Bristol within the UK ?
Where is the UK in the world?

Know Countries and capital cities , including 
characteristics, of the UK and its surrounding seas.
Know 7 continents and 5 oceans
identify Equator and tropics and understand how 

proximity to these can indicate climate.
Know 8 compass points and use when giving and 

following directions-with left ,right, clockwise/ anti-
clockwise
Identify human and physical features on maps, plans and 
from aerial photographs.
Draw own maps using symbols and keys. Follow simple 
published maps.
Understand plan view
Use fieldwork skills, observation, survey , tally.
Visit to Bristol City Centre

Find on world map where 
France/ Germany are  –
Linked to WW1 / 
Remembrance

Explore the ways 
humans impact the 
planet on a global scale.
Develop strategies to 
reduce own footprint.

Identify Weston 
Super Mare on a 
map of the UK
Identify  structures 
relating to IKB on 
aerial photographs 
and locate them on 
simple maps of 
Bristol.
Locate places linked 
to the life of 
Blackbeard on a 
map.

Loops of 
learning

Identify the equator on a map
Contrast human and physical features of the school 
locality
Use directional language – forwards/ backwards/
near/far / N,S,E,W../ turns

Location of UK
Location of hot and cold 
places on the planet
Equator / tropics
Individual responsibility to 
look after our planet

Draw own plan 
views
Location of hot and 
cold places on the 
earth.

Location of Bristol
Directions, compass 
points.
Fieldwork skills.
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